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Introduction
• CPM is widely used for more than 60 years and remains the only
scheduling method used in most projects.
• It calculates activity total and free floats and selects the path of
activities with zero total float that determines project duration.
• But are these tools sufficient for finding the best project schedule?
• And what tools shall be used when project has resource, space and
cost constraints that are ignored by Critical Path Method?

Introduction
In this presentation we will discuss:
• Methods and tools that may help to improve the schedule calculated
using CPM
• What is required for creating adequate resource loaded project model
• Resource constrained scheduling challenges
• Resource constrained scheduling capabilities of popular software
tools
• Resource constrained schedule analysis

CPM schedule analysis
CPM calculates:
• Total Float – the amount of time that a schedule activity can be
delayed or extended from its early start date without delaying the
project finish date or violating a schedule constraint (PMBOK Guide
6th edition)
• Free Float - the amount of time that a schedule activity can be
delayed without delaying the early start date of any successor or
violating a schedule constraint (PMBOK Guide 6th edition)
• These are the only tools for CPM schedule analysis that are available
in most scheduling tools and used by most schedulers.

CPM schedule analysis
CPM schedule analysis is used for
• Finding the problems with the schedule network quality such as
activities without successors or predecessors, activities with too
large lags, etc.
• Finding the best ways to crash project schedule shortening total
project duration.
• Finding the ways to save money by adjusting activity durations
without project finish delay.
We will discuss the tools for last two tasks using small sample project.

Sample Project

Sample Project
• Sample project activity
dependencies are shown
in the Links table.
• As was shown in the
previous slide all project
activities are critical with
zero total and free floats.

Drag
• Activity drag is the amount of time that an activity on the critical
path is adding to the project duration
• Alternatively, it is the maximum amount of time that one can shorten
the activity duration before it is no longer on the critical path or
before its duration becomes zero
• Activity drag is the metric developed by Stephen Devaux
• Let’s look at activity drags of our sample project

Drag

Drag
• Activity Drags show that project duration may be made 5 days shorter
by minimizing durations of activities 1 and 3, and 4 days shorter by
minimizing duration of activity 5.
• But activity 2 Drag is negative. This means that minimizing its duration
we will make project duration longer.
• Negative Drag is an indicator that increasing activity duration we may
shorten overall project duration.
• Drag helps to select the best way for crashing project duration.

Flex
• Flex is the metric of activity duration flexibility suggested by Rafael
Davila.
• Activity Start Flex shows time difference between the earliest activity
start and planned activity start in the current schedule without
violating any constraint and activity finish delay.
• Activity Finish Flex shows time difference between latest activity
finish and planned activity finish in the current schedule without
violating any constraint and activity start delay.
• Both metrics mean increasing activity duration by keeping activity
start or finish intact.

Flex
• In our
schedule
only activity
2 have 5
days start
flex and 4
days finish
flex.

Schedule adjustment
• Flex shows if it is possible to use less amount of resources or less resource
workload on activities with positive flex without delaying other activities.
• Negative Drag shows that increase of activity duration may decrease project
duration.
• Frederick Plotnick suggested to automate schedule duration optimization by
adjusting activity durations. Spider Project is one of few packages that can do
it. We call it schedule adjustment.
• When activity duration is increased assigned resource workloads is adjusted
accordingly.
• Look at automatically adjusted schedule of our sample project in the next slide.

Schedule adjustment

Adjusted Schedule
• Adjusted schedule became 4 days (almost 30%) shorter when activity
2 duration was increased by 5 days.
• Resource workload on activity 2 now is 37.5% instead of 100% in the
original schedule. It means that 62.5% of resource work time may be
used on parallel activities.
• If activity duration may be adjusted is one of activity properties.

Other Concerns
• Project schedule shall be also analyzed for potential problems.
• In particular some activities like concreting cannot be interrupted.
And so if their start was scheduled at the end of work day and finish
at the next day they shall be delayed to be completed in one day. This
activity property shall be taken into account by scheduling software.
• We still did not consider resource constraints. Creating adequate
project model and optimizing resource and cost loaded schedule is
much more complex task.

Creating Project Model
Good project model shall reflect the reality to be used for
reliable project planning and what if evaluations required for
informed decision making.
Good reality reflection means that:
Activity properties used in the model include all information
•
that is used by people for planning and management
Resource and assignment data includes all information that
•
people use planning their projects
Resources are assigned the same way people do it
•
Cost is assigned the same way people do it
•
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
When resources are not limited Critical Path Method (CPM) easily
finds the best project schedule but CPM does not consider resource,
supply, space and cost constraints.
With limited resources calculating the best schedule is the complex
task that has no mathematical solution that can be found in the
reasonable time.
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
Project management softwares use different algorithms for resource
constrained scheduling and produce different results for the same
projects. Besides they have different capacities to model real life
resource constrained scenarios.
Let’s discuss main activity, resource and assignment properties and
project constraints that shall be modeled by project scheduling
software, and resource constrained scheduling capabilities of popular
scheduling tools.
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Activity Types
Most activities belong to the following main types:

Duration Type Activities are those which duration is their initial
information and does not depend on the volume of work to be done.
Productivity Type Activities are characterized by the volume of work to be
done usually measured in the physical units. Activity duration depends on
productivity of assigned resources.
Level of Effort or Hammock type when activity duration is determined by
external events, so an activity lasts from one event to another.
Мilestone: an activity with zero duration that usually reflects some event
in the project schedule.
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Activity Properties
Activity properties may include:
• Activity calendar that defines time periods when an activity may be
executed
• If activity must be executed ASAP or ALAP (zero free float)
• If activity execution can be interrupted if activities with higher
priorities require the same limited resources
• If activity duration can be adjusted (increased if necessary)
• If activity execution shall be continuous (no interruptions for any
reason including calendar non-working hours)
• What interruptions caused by calendar exceptions are permitted
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Project Resources
Project resources may be divided into two main classes:
Renewable resources that may be used again after they finished the job
where they were assigned,
Consumable resources that are spent on activities where they were
assigned and so could not be used anymore.
Renewable resource (labor, machines) properties include:
 available quantities at different time periods
resource calendar
hour cost
hour consumption of project materials (a machine may use certain
amount of fuel or electricity per work hour)
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Consumable Resources
Consumable resource (materials, equipment) properties include:
unit of measure
unit cost that may be different at different time periods
If its consumption is discreet (integer numbers only)
Consumable resources do not have special calendars.
Resources (both renewable and consumable) may be produced on project
activities (examples: mobilization for renewable resources and supply for
materials), they also may be spent or removed from the project team on
other activities (usually milestones).
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Resource Assignments
Renewable resources may be assigned following ways:
Team assignment means that resources assigned as the team do the
job together – in this case if some resource belonging to the assigned
team is not available the whole team will not work
Independent assignment means that resources or resource teams
(crews) may do their work independently of each other and at different
time
Independent assignments are useful for modeling work in several shifts.
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Resource Assignments
Assigning renewable resources we assign quantities of people and
machines and their workloads (percent of their work time required by this
activity)!

Assigning effort (man-hours) instead of quantities may lead to wrong
schedules when resources are limited or to wrong data on project resource
requirements.

An example in the next slide shows the difference. In this sample
project consisting of three activities, the same resource is assigned on each
activity with 60% workload. The total resource quantity is 2 and two
resources are not able to do all three activities in parallel though total
resource-hours do not exceed available resource-hours.
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Quantity and Effort
Wrong Schedule

Right Schedule

Resource Assignment Properties
Assignments may be partial when assigned resource works on the
activity only certain percent of the work time. In this case the rest of its
work time assigned resource may use working on other activities.

Assignments may be variable when activity resource requirements are
defined as a range, specifying minimal and maximal quantity and
workload.

Resource assignment productivity determines the duration of volume
type activities.

Resource workload is 100% for full time assignments and may be less
for part time assignments.
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Resource Assignment Properties
Resource assignment properties may also include assignment cost and
assignment material consumption that may be set as fixed or as an
amount per volume or duration unit.
Another way of resource assignment is an assignment of resource

skills. Resources have the same skill if they can execute an activity of
certain type though maybe with different productivity and cost.
Project resource constrained scheduling with automatic resource

assignments basing on required resource skills and resource availability is
called skill scheduling.
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Cost and Material Assignments
Project Cost may consist of cost components (like labor cost, cost of
materials, cost of machines, indirect cost, etc.)

Cost (components) and materials can be assigned to activities and/or
renewable resource assignments as:

fixed amount that does not depend on activity volume or duration,

amount per unit of volume,

amount per unit of duration
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Activity Dependencies
Standard FS, SS, FF and SF links connect activity start and finish points with
No Earlier Than dependencies.
SS and FF dependencies usually mean that two activities may be done in
parallel but with some lag. It means that the next activity may start after
certain amount of work on preceding activity was done defining certain
minimal “distance” between crews on preceding and succeeding activities.
This distance is usually measured in volume units and the lag defined this
way is called volume lag.
Time lag defines time interval between activities start or finish events and
is used mostly for duration type activities. Time lag may have its own
calendar.
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Activity Dependencies
It could be also useful to use point to point dependency that we call
double lag dependency when certain point of preceding activity is linked
with some point of succeeding activity. These points may be defined as
Starts plus Volume Lags.
In the real life the way project is executed depends on its status. When
major milestones are late people apply corrective actions, use additional
resources or more advanced technology at the rest of the project.
It is useful to develop conditional networks where these corrective actions
are applied automatically if needed.
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Common Problems with Project Model
Unfortunately most popular project management packages do not model:
activity volumes
consumption of materials by renewable resources
resource assignment quantity and workload
resource assignment productivity
resource skills
unit cost and material requirements
work in several shifts
variable resource assignments
volume lags
point to point dependencies
conditional networks and more
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
In project management it is generally accepted that feasible project
schedule that finishes earlier is better.
The benefits of finishing project earlier would include (but not necessarily
be limited to):
 Reduced costs due to lower indirect costs
 Reduced costs due to better resource utilization
 Better return on investment (“time is money”)
 Better customer satisfaction
In the modern competitive environment being able to produce shorter
project schedule may be a matter of winning a tender. The package that
produces shorter schedules saves a lot to its users.
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
Resource leveling heuristics determines the rules that select which
activities competing for the same overallocated resource shall be delayed.
Some packages use single rule, others suggest the choice which leveling
heuristics to use for concrete scheduling, third use sophisticated
approaches using several rules or iterative processes for finding the best
solution.
Different packages create different resource constrained schedules for the
same projects, so project planners shall not blindly rely on the schedules
proposed by their tools and shall study these schedules for possible
improvements.
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Sample Project
Let's look at the sample schedule presented below. This schedule was
created using Critical Path Method and resource A is overallocated.
Activities 1 and 2 constitute Critical Path, activities 3 and 4 have 11 days
total float, but this CPM schedule is not feasible and requires
adjustment.
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
Most widely used heuristics for resource leveling is assigning maximal
priority to activities with the least total float in CPM schedule. If to apply
this rule to our sample project we'll get the following schedule. Project
duration became longer but resource overallocation is resolved.
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Resource Constrained Scheduling
Activity floats in resource constrained schedules shall be calculated
taking into account resource constraints on both forward and
backward passes.
A sequence of activities with the least total float (usually zero) in
resource constrained schedule is called Resource Critical Path or
Critical Chain.
In our example it is the sequence of activities 1, 2, and 4 (and of
course Start and Finish milestones).
When resources are not limited Resource Critical Path is the same as
traditional Critical Path, so Critical Path is particular case of Resource
Critical Path.
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Resource Leveling Problems
When project has resource constraints the schedule itself, activity
floats and resource critical path depend on the applied leveling rules.
If the software permits to use different priority rules it makes sense to
try them and to select the best schedule.
Even better if the scheduling tool includes resource constrained
schedule optimization option. In the last case the software analyzes
and improves project schedule using iterative process and may
produce better result than any simple priority rule.
Different packages use different leveling algorithms and so may create
different schedules for the same project.
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Resource Leveling Problems
Activities may be critical in one schedule and have positive total float in
another like in the optimal schedule of our project presented below and
the schedule of the same project we considered earlier.
This shall be of particular attention for project planners that use
different project scheduling tools and/or import project models from
one tool to another.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
Requirements to resource work simulation depend on the project
nature, planning maturity and many other factors. But in any case
people may expect that their project management software creates
good schedules for their projects.
Comparative analysis of resource constrained scheduling capabilities of
popular project management made recently by Evgeny Zorin in the
Netherlands showed interesting results.
Evgeny tested leveling algorithms of Microsoft Project, Oracle
Primavera P6 and Spider Project on the set of sample projects.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
• These sample projects were selected from Resource-Constrained
Project Scheduling Problems (RCPSP) of the Project Scheduling Problem
Library – PSPLIB, made available by Technical University of Munich.
• This Library contains different problem sets for various types of
resource constrained project scheduling problems.
• Only 25 most interesting of them were selected for that test. As “most
interesting” were considered those problems that gave the biggest
relative project extension due to resource leveling.
• Selected 25 projects were leveled using Spider Project, Oracle
Primavera P6 and different versions of Microsoft Project.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
• It was also planned to include Asta Power Project in this test but Asta
does not model team resource assignments and failed to produce
feasible schedules to projects from PSLIB.
• The goal of the exercise was to derive the practically achievable best
result out of every tool.
• For Microsoft Project there is a little choice, but to use Standard
leveling algorithm.
• Oracle Primavera P6 was also tested with the standard leveling
algorithm but in addition to this P6 permits to replace default leveling
algorithm with custom leveling priorities.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
• Trautmann and Baumann have tested 196 priority combinations on P6
and produced a “best result out of 3 rules” recommendation for
Primavera software.
• They recommended to perform 3 schedule runs with 3 different priority
rules (A, B, C) and select the best result:
•
Rule A: late start (1st), late finish (2nd)
•
Rule B: late finish (1st), duration (2nd)
Rule C: free float (1st), late start (2nd)
•
• Therefore P6 was also tested with “best result out of 3 rules” approach
as well.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
• Spider Project also permits to assign multiple priority rules, but there
is no need to do this to let the tool to show its best as it includes
Optimization Plus algorithm, where Spider Project tries to find the
best resource constrained schedule automatically.
• Microsoft Project 2013 and 2016 showed exactly the same results
for every single schedule. As most of the schedulers are likely to be
using the latest versions of Microsoft Project, comparative results
are shown for these versions only. But previous versions of Microsoft
Project showed different leveling results; the historical trend will be
discussed in this presentation later.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
• Comparing resource leveling results of different tools following
integrated metrics was selected:
•
Average ratio [resource leveled duration] / [not leveled duration]
•
Average excess of resource leveled project duration over the best
result produced by compared tools
•
Percentage of projects where the tool created the schedule that
was shortest or took 2nd, 3rd or 4th place in the competition
• Aggregated statistics is shown in next slide.
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
Microsoft Project

Ratio (Leveled / Not
Leveled

Spider Project

Primavera P6
Default

Primavera P6
Best of 3 rules

2,88

2,46

2,95

2,62

Average excess over the
best result

16,48%

0,00%

19,78%

7%

% of schedules with the
shortest duration

0

100

0

0

% of schedules where
duration was 2nd

4

0

0

100

% of schedules where
duration was 3rd

64

0

36

0

% of schedules where
duration was 4th

32

0

64

0

Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
Test conclusions:
 For every single of 25 schedules Spider Project came up with the
shortest schedule
 For 24 problems P6 using "best result out of 3 rules" produced shorter
schedules than Microsoft Project and default P6 algorithm. For one
problem the same duration was produced by Microsoft Project
 Default Microsoft Project algorithm was in average better than default
P6 algorithm but not in 100% cases
 Oracle Primavera P6 users may need to consider using partially manual
"best result out of 3 rules" approach, as it gives significant
improvement over application of default leveling algorithm
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Comparison of resource scheduling capabilities
The results of testing different versions of Microsoft Project showed a
gradual degradation of resource leveling algorithms from version 2007
to versions 2013/2016:
Aggregated statistics

MSP 2007

MSP 2010

MSP 2013 &
2016

2,78

2,81

2,88

0,77%

1,65%

3,95%

% of schedules tool was number 1

60

36

16

% of schedules tool was number 2

20

52

32

% of schedules tool was number 3

20

48 12

52

Average ratio leveled / not leveled
Average excess of resource leveled project
duration over the best result

Manual Leveling
• If project planners are not happy with the schedules proposed by their
tools they may try to adjust project schedules manually. It may be done
applying manual activity priorities, adding artificial activity dependencies
(soft links), or adding artificial Start No Earlier Than constraints.
• When the project is not very small and uses many limited resources
manual leveling is hard and time consuming process if people are trying
to find the best solution. It includes comparing many what if scenarios
and rarely produces the best results just because people are not able to
try many options.
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Manual Leveling
• But most serious problems with manual leveling start when the project
is executed. It is usual that the project is not executed exactly as
planned – some activities are delayed, others are executed out of
sequence, resource availability may be changed for many reasons.
• When such events occur the remaining part of the project shall be
rescheduled and it means that previous artificial constraints and
priorities shall be removed and the process of manual project leveling
repeated. It takes too much time and efforts to be practical.
• In any case when manual resource leveling is used we suggest to play
with activity priorities and try to avoid using soft dependencies and
artificial time constraints.
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Schedule Stability
• When project schedule was approved project planner may want to
keep scheduled order of activity execution.
• Automatic resource leveling may change this order when project data
were changed (for example after entering actual data).
• When these changes are not wanted and it is necessary to keep an
approved order of activity execution it is nice to have this option in
automatic resource leveling settings.
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Resource Constrained Schedule Analysis
• Resource constrained schedule shall supply project planners with the
same information that is available in CPM schedules including
calculated activity Resource Constrained Floats, Resource Critical
Path, etc.
• Unfortunately most scheduling tools do not provide their users with
this information.
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Activity Floats and Resource Critical Path
• Resource-constrained floats and Resource Critical Path shall be
calculated taking into account all existing constraints. In particular
case when only renewable resource constraints are considered
Resource Critical Path is the same as Critical Chain.
• Other constraints (material supply, funding, space) may be also taken
into account if to use Spider Project leveling engine.
• Unfortunately both Microsoft Project and Oracle Primavera P6 do
not level projects considering cost and material restrictions and do
not calculate right resource constrained floats and RCP.
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MS Project Schedule
• Let's look at the simple example that shows MSP schedule for small
project that was used as the sample in this presentation:

• You may notice that the schedule created by MSP is not optimal and
activity total floats (slacks) are wrong. In particular MSP shows that
activity 3 is critical though it has 9 days free float and that activities 1
and 2 have 8 days total floats though actually they are resource
critical.
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Resource Dependencies
• Resource dependencies are very useful for resource-constrained
schedule analysis. They show why an activity is delayed more than
activity logic dependencies require.
• Activity A precedes Activity B with resource dependency if activity B
was delayed because some resource required for activity B execution
was busy on activity A.
• Resource dependencies are created as the result of current schedule
analysis and must be automatically reconsidered each time when the
project is rescheduled.
• They are not the same as soft links people create leveling projects
manually and trying to fix resource conflicts.
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Resource Assignment Float
• With independent resource assignments activity floats and resource
assignment floats may be different. More than that, resource
assignment may be critical though an activity where this resource is
assigned has positive total float.
• Like activity total float resource assignment float is the time period for
which an assignment may be delayed without delaying project finish.
• In the project shown in the next slide there are two activities and two
resources A and B.
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Resource Assignment Float
• Resource assignments on Activity 1 are independent, planned duration
of resource A assignment is three days and resource B is assigned for
five days. Activity 2 has three days duration and requires resource A.

• As the result of resource leveling activity 1 duration is six days and its
start may be delayed for 1 day without delaying project finish, but
resource A assignment on activity 1 cannot be delayed, so this
assignment is critical.
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Conclusions
Project schedulers shall not finish their work after CPM scheduling but
look for the ways for further schedule improvements.
Activity Drags help to select the best way for schedule crashing, activity
Flex helps to optimize project resource assignments.
Negative Drag shows that increasing activity duration project duration
can be decreased.
Automatic schedule adjustment helps to minimize project duration by
increasing durations of activities with negative Flexes.
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Conclusions
We discussed the requirements to modeling resource work that shall be
met for creating adequate project model and simulating real world resource
assignments and constraints. Failure to meet these requirements restricts
the areas and projects where scheduling tool may be successfully applied.
We also discussed resource constrained scheduling capabilities of popular
project management tools. Test results showed that Spider Project always
creates shortest resource constrained schedules and that default resource
constrained schedules created by Microsoft Project and Oracle Primavera
P6 may be substantially improved. Asta Powerproject failed to produce
feasible schedules in this test because it does not model team resource
assignments.
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Conclusions
Oracle Primavera P6 users may try several predefined simple leveling
heuristics and select one that creates shortest schedule for their
project. But one should remember that the same leveling heuristics may
be good for one project and bad for another.
Microsoft Project users do not have this opportunity.
Another option available to users of any package is manual
improvement of automatically created resource constrained schedule.
This shall be done applying user defined activity priorities that modify
automatic resource leveling heuristics. But these priorities shall be
reconsidered with any change of initial data.
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Conclusions
Resource constrained schedule analysis may be done using the same
tools as those that are used for non-leveled schedules including activity
resource-constrained total and free floats, Resource Critical Path, etc.
But MS Project and Oracle Primavera P6 do not calculate right resource
constrained activity floats and so these analysis tools are not available
for their users.
There are other tools specific for resource-constrained schedule
analysis like resource dependencies and assignment floats. We hope
that in future these tools will be included in other packages, not only in
Spider Project.
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Conclusions
Proper schedule optimization can save resources and money,
and increase reliability and acceptance of project planning
with scheduling tools.
It deserves much more attention than it has today.
Thank you for attending
Vladimir Liberzon:
E-mail: v.liberzon@gmail.com
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Questions?
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